
Letters To Buy 

 

INDIVIDUAL ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE ILLUMINATED LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables – PRICES VARY ON 
INDIVIDUAL LETTERS DEPENDING ON MATERIALS / COMPLEXITY OF 
LETTER AND LETTER SIZE. Discounts available for multiple letter 
orders (not available on already discounted package prices below) 

Contact 
Us For 

Individual 
Letter 
Prices 

 

3ft CLASSIC WHITE LED ‘LOVE’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
24v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with XLR 24v power in & power out sockets on the back and 
have an in-line dimmer control on the cable to the power supply.  
Includes free ‘fast feet’ and power cables 

Package 
Price 
 
£1100.00 

 

4ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘LOVE’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables 

Package 
Price 
 
£1250.00 

 

5ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘LOVE’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables 

Package 
Price 
 
£1300.00 

 

6ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘LOVE’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables 

Package 
Price 
 
£1550.00 

 

 

2ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘MR&MRS’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
24v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with XLR 24v power in & out leads on the back & have a 240v 
IEC power in & power out socket on the back of the first letter (so 
they can be linked with our 4ft/5ft letters from 1 plug). Mounting 
boards supplied so can be stood on top of each other or on top of 
large letters 

Package 
Price 
 
£1200.00 

 

2ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘THE’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
24v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with XLR 24v power in & out leads on the back & have a 240v 
IEC power in & power out socket on the back of the first letter (so 
they can be linked with our 4ft/5ft letters from 1 plug). Mounting 
boards supplied so can be stood on top of each other or on top of 
large letters 

Package 
Price 
 
£600.00 

 

4ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘MR&MRS’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables. (& symbol is slightly 
smaller to split up larger letters) 

Package 
Price 
 
£1850.00 



 

5ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘MR&MRS’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables. (& symbol is slightly 
smaller to split up larger letters) 

Package 
Price 
 
£1950.00 

 

5ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘MRS&MRS’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables. (& symbol is slightly 
smaller to split up larger letters) 

Package 
Price 
 
£2250.00 

 

5ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘HEART’ SHAPE 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with an IEC 240v power in & power out socket on the back. 
Includes a solid steel base/stand and free power cable. Red cabochon 
caps available to change the light colour 

Offer 
Price 
 
£600.00 

 

6ft ‘CLASSIC’ WHITE LED ‘HEART’ SHAPE 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with an IEC 240v power in & power out socket on the back. 
Includes a solid steel base/stand and free power cable. Red cabochon 
caps available to change the light colour 

Offer 
Price 
 
£1000.00 

 

8ft DMX Colour Controllable ‘HEART SHAPED ARCH’ 
4 separate sections in a white spray painted gloss finish that bolt 
together. Fitted with our exclusive DMX full colour + warm white 
controllable LED cabochon lamps. Comes with steel feet for extra 
stability, power & data cables and a DMX controller 

Offer 
Price 
 
£1700.00 

 

3ft DMX Colour Controllable ‘MR&MRS’ LETTERS 
Made in 2 sections and fitted to base boards so freestanding or will sit 
on top of larger letters. The full colour + warm white DMX 
controllable LED carnival cabochon lights. Each section MR& / MRS is 
fitted with its own low voltage transformer and DMX signal booster 
with power/DMX in & out 

Package 
Price 
 
£1800.00 

 

4ft DMX Colour Controllable ‘LOVE’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with full colour + 
warm white DMX controllable lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style 
cabochon cap. Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets and 
DMX data in & out sockets on  the back. Each letter has its own 
transformer & DMX signal booster built inside the letter. Includes free 
‘Fast Feet’  DMX and power cables 

Package 
Price 
 
£1500.00 

 

5ft DMX Colour Controllable ‘LOVE’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with full colour + 
warm white DMX controllable lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style 
cabochon cap. Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets and 
DMX data in & out sockets on  the back. Each letter has its own 
transformer & DMX signal booster built inside the letter. Includes free 
‘Fast Feet’  DMX and power cables 

Package 
Price 
 
£1700.00 

 

5ft DMX Colour Controllable ‘MR&MRS’ LETTERS 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with full colour + 
warm white DMX controllable lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style 
cabochon cap. Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets and 
DMX data in & out sockets on  the back. Each letter has its own 
transformer & DMX signal booster built inside the letter. Includes free 
‘Fast Feet’  DMX and power cables. We make the & slightly smaller to 

Package 
Price 
 
£2500.00 



break up the larger letters 

 

5ft Full Colour Pre-Programmed ‘PARTY / DANCE / DISCO’ Letters 
In our classic white gloss finish, these letters have special full colour 
NON-CONTROLLABLE lamps in clear cabochon reflectors. The lamps 
have built in pre-programmed patters that create a fantastic light 
show. Include free fast feet and power cables (price is for 5 x letters) 

Package 
Price 
 
£1850.00 

 

5ft ‘CLASSIC’ White NUMBERS SET -  ‘012345678’ 9 number set 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables. We put T-Nuts in the top 
of the 6 so you can use it upside down as a 9 

Package 
Price 
 
£3100.00 

 

‘CLASSIC’ White Symbols  -  priced individually 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and power cables. 

4ft @ - £410 
4ft # - £385 
5ft ! - £350 
5ft ? - £380 
5ft £ - £390 
5ft $ - £390 
4ft & - £385 

 

4ft & 5ft ‘CLASSIC’ White TWINKLING ‘STAR SHAPE’ 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon cap. 
Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out sockets on the back. 
Includes free power cable. These are fitted with a flasher unit inside 
that slowly flashes the LED cabochon lights to make it look like they 
‘twinkle’. We can fit coloured cabochon caps if required in around 12 
fixed standard colours 

4ft STAR 
£450.00 
 
5ft STAR 
£550.00 

 

6ft Illuminated ‘CHRISTMAS TREE’ 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in GREEN AND ORANGE ‘carnival’ style 
cabochon caps to look like an xmas tree. Fitted with IEC 240v power 
in & power out socket on the back. Includes free ‘Fast Feet’ and 
power cable. 

Offer 
Price 
 
£600.00 

 

5ft Illuminated ‘HALO’ ultra slim ‘LOVE’ Letters 
These exclusive new designed letters are only 30” wide and 2” deep. 
They have RGB+WW LED light tape between the two skins that create 
a ‘HALO’ effect. These can be controlled by remote with separate 
control of the white & colour LED’s with full dimming, 20 fixed 
colours, fades, flashes, patterns with speed control. One remote 
operates multiple letters but these are not linked together. Come 
with 2 fast feet / 1 remote / 1 power adaptor PER LETTER 

Package 
Price 

5ft 
£650.00 
 

4ft 
£600.00 

 

5ft Illuminated ‘COLOURED’ Christening ‘BOY / GIRL’ Letters 
In the same style as our CLASSIC letters but with the letter sprayed in 
baby blue for BOY or baby pink for GIRL. Fitted with warm white LED 
lamps in clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon caps. Come with free fast feet 
and power cables. We can spray the letters in pretty much any colour 
if something bespoke is required - POA 

5ft BOY 
£1100.00 

5ft GIRL 
£1440.00 

2ft BABY 
£800.00 

 

Bespoke Manufactured ‘ROUNDED’ or ‘LOWER CASE’ Letters 
We can bespoke manufacture individual letters in different sizes and 
SOME different fonts (limited as to what we can do with 9mm MDF). 
Prices vary on size / style / lamp type & quantity / complexity of letter 
and labour required to design & bespoke manufacture anything ‘non 
standard’ – get in touch for more information 

Example 
Price 

 DMX ‘e’ 
pictured 
£650.00 



 

  

 

4ft Illuminated Eros Heart Message Board 
In a white enamel based gloss spray painted finish with warm white 
60v LED Osram SMD lamps in a clear & red ‘carnival’ style cabochon 
cap. Fitted with IEC 240v power in & power out socket on the back. 
Includes a huge selection of acetate clip in letters, steel base, free 
‘Fast Foot’ and power cable. There are multiples of the popular 
alphabet letters with this and extra can be purchase from us if 
required 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 
PRICE 

 
£750.00 

 

‘RUSTIC’ Illuminated wood finish ‘LOVE’ Letters 
These rough cut wood effect letters are stained in an antique finish 
and fitted with 15w E14 240v filament heat resistant lamps for a 
vintage warm glow and extended lamp life. They are fitted inside 
clear ‘carnival’ style cabochon reflectors. The letters have IEC in & out 
power sockets on the back and come with free rustic fast feet & 
power cabled 

5ft 
£1200.00 

 
4ft 

£950.00 

 

NON ILLUMINATED – Astro-Turf ‘LOVE’ Letters 
These are solid non-illuminated freestanding letters that are covered 
in Astro Turf. The wood is treated with PVA underneath so is weather 
resistant for use outside. These are perfect for outdoor weddings etc 

5ft 
£900.00 

 
4ft 

£800.00 

 

4 x Non Illuminated  -  GIANT ‘SCRABBLE TILES’ 
These are 4ft x 4ft 9mm thick MDF giant replica scrabble tiles sprayed 
in a hard wearing ivory finish with black vinyl decals showing the 
scrabble letter and its game value. The tiles are double sided with 
LOVE on one side + IDO with a heart on the reverse. They come with 
stands so can be freestanding if required 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

PACKAGE  
PRICE 

£390.00 



Letters To Hire 
 

4ft classic single letters Selected 4ft illuminated classic white letters available with WW lights £45.00 each 

5ft classic single letters  5ft illuminated classic white letters available with WW lights £50.00 each 

6ft classic single letters Selected 4ft illuminated classic white letters available with WW lights £60.00 each 

3ft classic LOVE Freestanding LOVE letters in classic white with WW lights £120.00 set 

4ft classic LOVE Freestanding LOVE letters in classic white with WW lights £150.00 set 

5ft classic LOVE Freestanding LOVE letters in classic white with WW lights £175.00 set 

6ft classic LOVE Freestanding LOVE letters in classic white with WW lights £225.00 set 

2ft classic MR&MRS Freestanding MR&MRS letters in classic white with WW lights £75.00 set 

5ft classic MR&MRS Freestanding MR&MRS letters in classic white with WW lights £225.00 set 

5ft classic MR&MR Freestanding MR&MR letters in classic white with WW lights £200.00 set 

5ft classic MRS&MRS Freestanding MRS&MRS letters in classic white with WW lights £250.00 set 

2ft classic THE Freestanding THE letters in classic white with WW lights £50.00 set 

2ft classic BABY Freestanding BABY letters in classic white with WW lights £60.00 set 

5ft classic 2 initials + & 2 x 5ft classic initials + 4ft classic & symbol with WW lights £150.00 set 

5ft classic 2 initials + Heart 2 x 5ft classic initials + 5ft classic HEART shape with WW lights £175.00 set 

5ft classic HEART shape Freestanding hollow HEART shape in classic white with WW lights £70.00 

6ft classic HEART shape Freestanding hollow HEART shape in classic white with WW lights £150.00 

5ft classic single NUMBER All 5ft illuminated NUMBERS available  in classic white with WW lights £50.00 each 

2 x 5ft classic NUMBERS 2 x classic 5ft NUMBERS (16/18/21/30/40/50 etc) £95.00 set 

5ft DMX colour LOVE 5ft DMX colour + WW controllable lights with controller £200.00 set 

8ft DMX HEART ARCH 8ft DMX colour + WW controllable HEART ARCH with controller £225.00 set 

5ft Colour PARTY letters 5ft full colour non controllable light show PARTY letters £200.00 set 

5ft baby blue BOY 5ft baby blue colour BOY letters with WW lights £130.00 set 

5ft baby pink GIRL 5ft baby pink colour GIRL letters with WW lights £160.00 set 

4ft classic #@& 4ft #@& SYMBOL in classic white with WW lights £60.00 each 

5ft classic !£? 5ft !£? SYMBOL in classic white with WW lights £60.00 each 

4ft Eros Heart Message 4ft Eros Heart shaped Message Board + acetate letters red/WW lights £150.00 

4ft twinkling classic STAR 4ft classic twinkling STAR shape with WW lights £55.00 

6ft XMAS TREE 6ft classic Christmas Tree with green & orange lights £95.00 

5ft ‘Halo’ LOVE letters 5ft freestanding  ‘Halo’ LOVE letters with colour & WW lights £95.00 set 

4ft ‘Rustic’ LOVE letters 4ft freestanding vintage ‘Rustic’ LOVE letters with  filament lights £140.00 set 

5ft AstroTurf LOVE letters 5ft freestanding non-illuminated AstroTurf covered LOVE letters £140.00 set 

4ft Scrabble LOVE letters 4ft non-illuminated Scrabble tiles LOVE / IDO with stands £75.00 set 

 

*All prices include power cables, stabilising feet, power cables, set-up & testing. 

*We can offer discounts on packages of multiple products – get in touch with your requirements for a quote. 

*FREE local delivery within 15miles of us in Darlington – a small delivery charge will apply the further away from us 

your venue / delivery address is located (please get in touch for a delivery price). 

* All letters are PAT tested and we hold PLI insurance for hires – copies of certificates can be forwarded to your 

venue ahead of your hire / event. 

 


